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Different sorts of Ignatian
Individually Guided Retreats

1. Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius
1. 30-days
2. 19th Annotation – in daily life

2. Retreat in Daily Life over some weeks.

3. Short intensive Retreat – usually from 4-8 days.

4. Various version of group semi-guided/themed.



What is your aim in offering Spiritual 
Accompaniment?

What growth are you looking for in 
the person you are guiding?



Differences between ongoing- Spiritual 
Accompaniment and Retreat Giving…

Time - In Retreat Giving, there is not much time to get to 
the heart of the matter - to develop a relationship.

Can’t usually evaluate how the relationship is going.

Agreement is for a limited number of days. 

Avoid promising ongoing Spiritual Accompaniment. 

More prayer focused. What is the prayer saying about life?

Expectation that you offer material to pray with on a 
regular basis – usually daily.

A prayer journal is important for them.



Initial meeting with Retreatant

What do you want to know?

Some things will be obvious like age, gender, etc.
Experience of retreats. 

Will you need to explain everything from the beginning or can you 
take a lot for granted?
Do you need to talk through a retreat programme/timetable with 
them.

Is there a particular reason why the person wants to 
do a retreat at this time?

Is this realistic? 
Does God have a different agenda? (Neither of you will know this 
beforehand!)
Perhaps we should leave the pressing issue for a day or two.

Level of religious commitment and familiarity with 
Bible, religious language etc. 
Will Ignatian spirituality be acceptable for them?



Dealing with those who have little 
experience of Prayer

Are they open to Scripture?

Looking at Life etc. 
- Fairly religion-independent

Teaching methods of Prayer  

Time and timetable for retreat and building up 
over the retreat.

Resources for Prayer

https://www.iscglasgow.co.uk/athomeresources.html


Dealing with those who have a lot of 
experience of Prayer

Don’t be frightened.  But don’t pedantically teach 
them what they already know.  However some may 
find it helpful to review the basics.

Don’t worry about them having more experience 
than you because your job is not to teach them, but 
to encourage them to talk about God and spirituality 
in their life.

Don’t do yourself down. 
“I’m only a beginner in giving retreats.”
Lowers expectations and may reverse the role, 
they may want to look after you.



Content of a Retreat

Love of God – An appreciation of Life - Creation
Is God on their side? What is their image of God? Psalm 139.
Needed before dealing with trauma.
You may pick up themes from the Exercises.
(Unless you are doing the full Spiritual Exercises)

Don’t plan everything beforehand
Trust the Holy Spirit. 
Befriend silence – though you might explain this. 

Help the retreatant see God’s Spirit at work both in their 
prayer and in life

The good and bad spirits. Discernment. 
The Good moves to freedom, love, honesty, fulfilment, enthusiasm, 
joy etc.



What would God want for this retreatant? 
God wants consolation and to learn from desolation.

Can you suggest appropriate Scripture that God should be able to 
make this point?  Suggest, don’t demand. Its their retreat not yours.

Don’t pry, but you may hint that you are open to accept them whatever 

they need to talk about.  (If it is true!) 
You will be extra sensitive to issues that are important for you. 
This may or may not be a good time for the retreatant to deal with 
such issues.
Remember too that the way God has answered you in the past may 
not be the way God wants to deal with this retreatant now.



Signing off

Review the retreat towards the end. 
What is God saying to you on this retreat?
This is where reviewing the retreat notes is important. 

A retreat is to help a person live life. Sometimes the 
retreat giver needs to reassure the retreatant of the 
importance of the insights or understanding or 
feelings that have come up during the retreat. 
Many have the mistaken view that what comes up in prayer and 
imagination is not as important or ‘real’ as the problems of ‘real life’. 

A retreat can often point to a more profound reality; 
a deeper meaning, a more fundamental truth. 



Supervision
Importance and reassurance of Supervision

Safeguarding
Meeting Privacy and Confidentiality



Look back over your retreats:

What was most significant?

What role did the retreat giver play in 
that retreat?

What is the most significant thing a 
retreat giver has done or said?

What did you notice about the best 
retreat givers you have experienced?


